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ABSTRACT

Product modularisation continuously draws attention of scholars and practitioners since it supports organizations and industries to sustain in high product and service variety at reasonable costs and greater flexibility. This paper aims at revealing current trends and developments in the field of product modularisation by identifying the intellectual structure using a bibliometric review. Our sample accrues 1,366 publications from 2016 up to 2020 across disciplines while using bibliometric coupling composes a network. Analysing the network on similarities, we can not only find clusters of servitisation, closed-loop supply chains, and platform collaboration, because we also identify three trends of digital innovation, sustainability, and platform eco-systems. An analysis of authors currently indicates less integrated communities, which do not entirely refer to each other despite the similarity in their research. Collectively, the study suggests a timely update of current scholar activities and discussions in the field of product modularisation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Product modularisation draws attention of practitioners and policymakers since it supports organizations and industries to sustain high product and service variety at reasonable costs and greater flexibility (Bonvoisin et al., 2016, Otto et al., 2016, Sanchez and Mahoney, 1996). The large interest also attracts scholarly attention and leads to a great body of potential research across various disciplines. Under this circumstance, however, it is hard to be informed about the latest knowledge beyond one’s own discipline, and researchers face increasing effort costs to grasp a more global view (Börner et al., 2005, Martin, 2012). As a result, scholars may miss tracking ongoing developments across neighboring disciplines and may pay less attention to emerging trends.

This paper aims to reveal the latest trends and developments from the last four years (2016 – 2020) to provide an update about product modularisation to support knowledge exchanges among scholars and other stakeholders. The study applies a bibliometric analysis that depict research field’s intellectual structure through a network of publications, which can be analysed on similarity and discussed topics. Bibliometric analyses have been widely acknowledged as suitable to capture intellectual structures of research fields (Chen and Song, 2019, Hauke et al., 2017). While classical reviews are substantial and provide detailed insight into specific themes, bibliometric reviews complement existent reviews and objectively sample beyond one discipline (Meyer et al., 2011). Thus, using a bibliometric analysis supplies an overview of similar publications and their potential knowledge bases and discussions that can be used to suggest trends and developments.

We are using a sample of 1,366 publications from 2016 up to 2020 across various disciplines to proxy the intellectual structure of the field of product modularisation. Specifically, we use bibliographic coupling to compose a network that allows us to analyse and discuss the similarities by identifying and comparing clusters. The clusters are potentially knowledge bases such as product modularisation fundamentals in engineering design or closed-loop supply chains. Also, we create a bibliographic network of authors to unravel current research communities of authors to point at barriers and fruitful collaborations. Collectively, the study provides a timely update for scholars and practitioners about current trends and developments in the field of product modularisation.

The remainder of the paper is as follows: Section 2 is a short introduction to introduce bibliometric analyses but focuses on the sampling process and its descriptive results. Section 3 figures the field’s intellectual structure by a bibliographic coupling and identifies the authors’ communities. Section 4 discusses and suggest some implication based our findings.

2 BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS

Because bibliometric analyses suggest overviews about scientific activities, there is a need to collect a sample of publications using databases (Garfield et al., 1983). Bibliometric research requires data about publications entailing author names and citations, including their number of citations and cited references (Small and Sweeney, 1985). The systematic data collection process is independent of researchers’ backgrounds and easy to reproduce, given the search syntax (Tranfield et al., 2003). Both ensure greater objectivity in the data collection and fosters the validity and reproducibility of subsequent analyses.

Applying bibliometric analyses relies on a unit of analysis (e.g., citations, cited references, authors, journals, or others) and an approach to measure the relationship (e.g., bibliographic coupling, co-citation analysis, or co-occurrence). Each analysis unit captures a particular meaning for interpretation, while the approaches provide information on similarities. In this study, we apply bibliographic coupling employing publications in the given time as the unit of analysis and their cited references as the approach.

The choice of the analysis unit and approaches have continuously matured and offer rich guidance of similar applications and papers (Chen and Song, 2019, Randhawa et al., 2016). We select bibliographic coupling since it is most suitable to get an actual overview of the current research front (Boyack and Klavans, 2010). By contrast, a co-citation analysis accentuates the cited references, thereby outlining the foundations of a research field (Gmür, 2003). Lastly, our bibliographic network conceptualizes a picture of similar publications in which we identify clusters to depict an intelligible structure in the field.
Figure 1 demonstrates how bibliographic coupling works by exemplifying it by six publications (i.e., A, B, C, D, E, and F). A and B are bibliographically coupled in the strength of two (i.e., strength is the number of couplings) because the reference list of both papers shares two cited references (i.e., C and D). By contrast, E and F are only individually cited by B and A, delimiting no coupling. The computational software VOSviewer (van Eck and Waltman, 2010) allows us to analyse each publication in its bibliographic coupling with all other publications in the sample. As a result, we retrieve a large-scale matrix of couplings, in other words, publications’ shared cited references to other publications, which are normalized (see van Eck and Waltman, 2009). Finally, the comparative assessment of the couplings results in a matrix similarity, which is used to identify clusters in the network.

Figure 1. Example of a bibliographic coupling according to Boyack and Klavans (2010)

2.1 Data collection
A critical step in each bibliometric analysis pertains to the data collection because the sample is the proxy of the research field. Here, we use the Web of Science database due to its data quality and ease access and proceed as follows. First, we determine the syntax used for our data collection as ‘(modular* OR commonal* OR “product-platform”*) AND (product$)’ integrating the terms of modular, modularity, modularisation, commonality, product platform, and products. Because product modularisation results in modularity, it is necessary to include all dimensions of modularity with respect to commonality and product platforms (Salvador, 2007). The keyword ‘product’ is essential because it supports a narrower collection, excluding non-physical platforms such as software systems or biological systems. Here, we want to clarify that we understand product modularisation in the context of engineering and management-related disciplines.

Second, we apply the syntax in the time horizon between 2016 and 2020 and obtain 1,366 publications proxying the current intellectual landscape of product modularisation. Our author team checked each publication individually for artifacts to attain higher consistency in the sample. We have not found any duplicates or natural science publications, but some cited references have peculiarities in writing and abbreviations (i.e., Baldwin, C. or Baldwin, C. Y.). Collectively, we strive to capture as many inconsistencies as possible to provide a robust bibliometric sample to revisit current trends and developments in the field of product modularisation.

2.2 Descriptive analysis of the sample
Table 1 gives insight into the data collected and depicts the core publications and journals by citations. Table 1 (left) indicates the most cited publications in the sample. There, Nambisan et al. (2017) are by far the most influential publication in the sample. Although they do not explicitly focus on product modularisation, they point out that digital innovation requires more affordances in platform development. Yin et al. (2017) and Oztemel and Guriev (2020) discuss the role of product modular
in the context of industry 4.0 and the internet of things (IoT). They review how hardware and software modular interact and become more integrated. Similarly, Cenamor et al. (2017) stress the role of product modularisation and its potentially resulting platform to facilitate servitisation and innovation in regard of digitalisation.

Table 1. Example of a table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Most cited publications</th>
<th>Most cited journals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nambisan et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Int. Journal of Production Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#184 [3.09%]</td>
<td>#376 [6.31%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yin et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Int. Journal of Cleaner Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#84 [1.41%]</td>
<td>#348 [5.84%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#84 [1.41%]</td>
<td>#276 [4.63%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Song and Sakao (2017)</td>
<td>MIS Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#80 [1.34%]</td>
<td>#195 [3.27%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cenamor et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Journal of Mechanical Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#66 [1.11%]</td>
<td>#157 [2.63%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Carlgren et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Journal of Intelligent Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#55 [0.92%]</td>
<td>#138 [2.32%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Davis (2016)</td>
<td>Journal of Engineering Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#52 [0.87%]</td>
<td>#137 [2.30%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#48 [0.81%]</td>
<td>#133 [2.23%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#47 [0.79%]</td>
<td>#131 [2.20%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Jeihoonian et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Int. Journal of Advanced manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#45 [0.75%]</td>
<td>#115 [1.93%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>#5961 [100%]</td>
<td>#5961 [100%]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 (right) illustrates the most cited journals in the sample. While the International Journal of Production Research fits the nature of product modularisation, the Journal of Cleaner Production was surprising. The journal predominantly addresses sustainability and environmental outcomes, and it seems that modularity is decisive in this respect. The International Journal of Product Economics covers interdisciplinary articles pertaining to management, operations management, and engineering design. By contrast, MIS Quarterly has considerably less noticed in the field yet but substantiates the rising importance of information systems and digitalisation. Subsequent journals such as the Journal of Mechanical Design or Journal of Intelligent Manufacturing are expected to be involved and delineate the central core base in product modularisation.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Analysing the intellectual structure

Figure 2 overviews the intellectual structure of product modularisation and depicts 7 clusters. Each cluster has its own colour and influential publications. We consider each cluster and its related publications thoroughly to aggregate the underlying discourse to a knowledge base. Although few knowledge bases are not new, however, we noticed new trends in their discussion.

The green cluster (11 publications) ‘Fundamentals of product modularisation’ is influenced by fundamental publications adorned with an emphasis on sustainability. While Otto et al. (2016) and Bonviosin et al. (2016) are the latest consolidating publications for understanding and apply product modularisation, nearby publications integrate the goal of sustainability (Jeong et al., 2018, Kremer et al., 2016). Specifically, Kim and Moon (2019) and Kim and Moon (2017) discuss the identification of sustainability in product architectures and product family design. Another discussion concerns the supply chain integration (Wang et al., 2016a) that develops to an individual cluster. This is the grey cluster (6 publications) of ‘Closed-loop supply chain’ and is dominated by the theme of recursive supply chains, including demanufacturing and pricing of “green products” (Tolio et al., 2017, Ülkü and Hsuan, 2017). To our understanding, this cluster vigorously employs products’ life cycles in the context of the supply chain and shows how to ‘close’ a supply chain by decompositions, redesigns, or durability (Jeihoonian et al., 2016). In sum, the emerging knowledge may connect with the field of circular economy (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017).

The yellow cluster (5 publications) ‘Product-Service Systems’ is very entangled in the network and is dominated by customisation and how customer information affects and improves product modularisation. Song and Sakao (2017) and Fargnoli et al. (2018) are substantially interwoven and seemingly boundary-spanning. Notably, this cluster considers sustainability as an objective but also pertains to the influence of digital innovation (ElMaraghy and ElMaraghy, 2016).

The blue cluster (9 publications) share a discourse of industry 4.0 and IoT. Most recently, Oztemel and Gursev (2020) summarise state of the art, indicating transformations of robotics and self-decision-making in future manufacturing. Yin et al. (2017) outline potential information flows in industry 4.0 that can leverage new potential of cloud computing using data from product and process designs. For example, Caputo et al. (2016) conceptually comprises IoT and innovation technologies and point at the less connected, more fragmented, research discussions. The purple cluster (7 publications) is influenced by publications that examine modularity in integration and partnerships within/across firms. Vickery et al. (2016) and Piran et al. (2016) find how product modularisation diffuses within firms and subliminal demonstrate further integrations. By contrast, Liu et al. (2017) express the advantages of construction building under increasing modularity, while Wang et al. (2016b) stress the positive implication of modularity in product co-development regarding communication. Both contribute that product modularisation improves joint working and development across organization.
The red cluster (10 publications) is dominated by discussing how platforms can be used as an enabler for efficient collaboration between partners. Specifically, Cenamor et al. (2017) address the usage of internal or industry-platforms to exploit more services, where Jacobides et al. (2016) discuss the impact of original equipment manufacturer (OEM) on modularity in the automotive sector. It also includes the cross-sectional product development process of design thinking by Carlgren et al. (2016). Within the cluster, there is also the long-enduring discussion of the “mirroring hypothesis” that pertains to one publication (Colfer and Baldwin, 2016), debating the “who drives whom” and indicating a presence of dualism.

The orange cluster (4 publications) is central in the network and is dominated by digital innovation and servitisation. Here, Nambisan et al. (2017) outlines a future research agenda for digital innovation management and undermines platforms as necessary for digital transformation. Similarly, Sjödin et al. (2018) denote digital transformation as a driver for innovation and prescribe how smart factories could use equipment of people, processes, and technology in the future. This cluster forms a foundation for digitalisation and also shows a new branch of innovation.

3.2 Bibliographic coupling of publications

The bibliographical analysis in Figure 3 portrays communities by eliciting neighbouring authors citing each other. The bibliographic coupling analyses authors’ cited references to find similarities of reoccurring citations to other authors. In other words, the closer authors are in the network, the higher the number of citations between the authors by publications. While frequent referencing is seen as cohesiveness in topics, methods, and understanding, it can also suggest personal familiarity regarding affiliations or mentorships. Thus, we identify clusters to find extant communities in product modularisation.

Figure 3 contains 35 authors with a threshold of at least six publications in our sample and distributed in six clusters. We list each authors’ associated affiliations in the figure and bind them by dotted circle if two or more authors share an affiliation. The red cluster is the largest cluster with ten authors that are also strongly linked with each other. Those authors work on similar topics and share a common foundation in the literature, substantiated by joint publications (see Otto et al., 2016, Simpson et al., 2014) and mentorships (Moon and Simpson, 2014). The green cluster consists of eight authors and three affiliations. Their interconnection denotes similarity in citing and suggests familiarity (e.g., Løkkegaard et al., 2018). By contrast, the authors of the yellow and purple clusters are less central in the field. Specifically, each cluster’s interaction is restricted to only one author (e.g., ElMaraghy and Bernard). It shows that both clusters are fewer citing publications with the corresponding authors of other clusters. To our understanding, this behaviour can refer to differences in the topics (e.g., Colledani et al., 2016, Otto et al., 2016). The blue cluster is very diverse with respect to affiliations and less dense compared to other clusters. By contrast, the turquoise is dense and from the same affiliations driven by the mentorship between Jiao and Du.
In sum, the analysis substantiates fragmentation at the level of communities and may raise attention to potential collaborations in two ways. First, it can be fruitful if closer clusters recognise each other to a larger extend in terms of authors and publications. In doing so, the field can receive greater knowledge integration by merging clusters (e.g., red and green or green and blue) and can determine foundations and concepts. Of course, those clusters share a similar background and could even collaborate in common publications. Second, there is a high potential in authors from distant clusters. Literature expects that divergence in backgrounds supports higher novelty in research activities (Raasch et al., 2013, Torracco, 2005, Tranfield et al., 2003) that could build new bridges. Thus, recognising authors’ publication beyond one’s discipline can start knowledge integration processes or even new discussions despite potentially distinct topics.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The study reviews recent scholarly activities in the field of product modularisation and analysing its intellectual structure by a bibliometric network to suggest current developments and trends. A descriptive analysis documents that a few publications focus on digital innovation and sustainability and accumulate extensive citations. For instance, we find Journal of Cleaner Production and MIS Quarterly among the most cited journals suggesting the neighboring presence of new journals. The analysis of the network of the bibliographic coupling unravels several clusters that describe the current development. The development consists of emerging knowledge bases such as digital innovation and servitisation (Nambisan et al., 2017), industry 4.0 and internet of things (IoT) (Oztemel and Gursey, 2020, Yin et al., 2017), integration and collaboration (Wang et al., 2016b), and platforms in industries (Davis, 2016, Jacobides et al., 2016), and closed-loop supply chains (Jeihoonian et al., 2016). Interestingly, digital innovation, platforms across organizations, and Internet of Things (IoT) seem to be less integrated into engineering design discussions yet. Nonetheless, we document that sustainability is associated with the fundamentals of product modularisation, suggesting a new but substantial objective of product modularisation. Using the bibliographic coupling of authors, we document extant
communities and document their distances and closeness. Interestingly, few communities underly a similar affiliation or a former mentorship, whereas others compose diverse clusters.

The study outlines the three trends of digital innovation (Nambisan et al., 2017, Oztemel and Gursey, 2020), sustainability (Sonego et al., 2018, Song and Sakao, 2017), and platform collaboration across organizations (Davis, 2016, Wang et al., 2016b). New projects of scholars or practitioners could profit from the result since it consolidates current product modularisation discussions. The trends suggest stimuli in product modularisation, and we expect that research continues to examine their implications on existent theoretical concepts (e.g., product architecture or products’ life cycles). For example, platform collaboration enters discussions on platform eco-systems while sustainability encloses with the circular economy. Identifying author communities apparently points to divergence not only topic-driven and suggests increasing attention to other communities. We find less integrated communities, which do not entirely refer to each other despite their research similarity.

As with other studies, the study pertains to caveats and can profit from further developments. Bibliometric analyses do not substitute in-depth reviews of knowledge bases in disciplines and, therefore, may lack depth in explanation and discussion. Here, further elaborations on the cluster may give insight into more details. Similarly, the sample is restricted to 2016 up to 2020 and only considers a slice of the discussion of product modularisation, aiming at updating researchers instead of providing a full review. The next steps should be to enlarge the time considered and check for other databases. Specifically, Web of Science can bias the results because proceedings of the Design Society are not included. Thus, our extant data collection of journal publications oversees relevant publications in this regard. Finally, the sample solely concentrated on English literature and may oversee strands of non-English literature (e.g., Krause and Gebhardt, 2018) and theses that are not incorporated in the database (e.g., Mertens, 2020, Ripperda, 2019). Nonetheless, we seek to quickly update researchers about the latest trends and developments in the field of product modularisation.
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